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Profile of New Teacher
critically upon the taken-for-granted
aspects of their lives, and to make
creative connections between otherwise disparate spheres of social
and cultural life.
He has worked on various research topics, including male friendships in Taiwan, gambling politics
in China, and Taiwan’s Viagra craze.
Running throughout his research is

Paul Festa joined the Department
of Anthropology at CUHK as an
Assistant Professor in September
2006. He received his Ph.D. from
the Department of Anthropology at
Cornell University in 2005 and was
a Post-Doctoral Fellow at the
Fairbank Center for East Asian Re-

his interest in the mediated and
misrecognized ways in which modern power penetrates everyday life,
and how people at once contest and
legitimate power through the production of individual and collective
identities.

search at Harvard University in
2005-2006. He has lived, worked,
and studied for more than seven
years in various cities in China and
Taiwan. He speaks, reads, and
writes Mandarin Chinese and is now
gearing up to learn Cantonese. In
addition to the undergraduate course
“Culture and Business,” he has been
teaching the M.A. course “Seminars
in Anthropological Theory,” and
also “Chinese Culture and Society”
which he says is most challenging:
“I can’t really teach local students
about Chinese culture. I simply try
to defamiliarize topics and themes
otherwise familiar to them, and train
them to view aspects of Chinese

Paul Festa with his catch from his

culture through an anthropological
spearfishing project in Taiwan, where
lens.” In this way, he hopes that he
might inspire students to reflect

he investigated male friendship and
urban life.
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Launching of the Centre for Cultural Heritage Studies
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A herbal tea shop on Hollywood Road in Central, Hong
Kong.
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SEAA Hong Kong 2006
Chungking
Mansions, and a

Hugh Baker

trip to“Big Buddha” as well as to
Macau. There
was a keynote address by Prof.
Hugh Baker,
Emeritus Professor of Chinese at
London University and Professor
of Humanities at
the Chinese Uni-

Conference opening on July 13, 2006.

The Society for East Asian Anthropology and the American Anthropological Association Conference
“East Asian Anthropology/Anthropology in East Asia” was held at
CUHK 13-16 July 2006. It attracted
191 participants, from mainland
China, the U.S., Japan, Korea,

versity of Hong Kong. A plenary session on “East Asian Anthropology/
Anthropology in East Asia,” was also
held, comparing and contrasting the
anthropology of East Asia and exploring how anthropology is practiced in
East Asia.
2006
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13

16

Taiwan, Vietnam, India, Bangladesh,
Australia, Canada, and Western
Europe. Panels discussed a large variety of issues, from the importance
of ethnography to global dynamics
of anthropology in today’s world.
Panels were mainly thematic, including topics such as identity,
gender, consumption, urban life,
work life and migration. There were
also regional panels focusing on
Japan, South China, Korea and
Hong Kong. Aside from the panel
discussions, participants were also
invited to join field trips to the newly
opened Hong Kong Disneyland, a
Tsimshatsui historical tour and

SEAA audience at the plenary session.
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191

In addition, he has written about
the Japanese shamisen, a traditional stringed instrument played
by the well-known Yoshida
brothers, performing at the New
Vision Arts Festival in Hong Kong
in October 2006.
www.cuhk.edu.hk/ant/sidney/
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Sidney C.H. Cheung is busy
working on a fish farming research
project in Hong Kong. He has

2006
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pemsea.org

been documenting in January and
February 2007 how some fishermen collect fish fry of grey mullet for fishpond cultivation. He
attended the East Asian Seas Congress held in Haikou City in
Hainan, organized by the Partnerships in Environmental Manage-
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ment for the Seas of East Asia in
December, 2006,
to enhance his
knowledge on the
subject and exc h an g e v i e w s
with other scholars (www.
pemsea.org). He
has written ar2006
2006

11

ticles in a local
magazine, HK
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26

Discovery, to
reach more of a
public audience.
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Fishermen collecting grey mullet from a local
fishpond in Tai Shan Wai, New Territorities.

Paul Festa has given nine talks at
various venues in Hong Kong,
China, and Taiwan this past fall. He

ecumenicalism

has also been busy revising his doctoral dissertation into a book
manuscript, tentatively entitled
Manly Vice and Virtù: State
Specters, Secular Rituals, and Public Culture in Taiwan, which he ex-

Tracey Lie Dan Lu is
working on a cultural

pects to complete by summer 2007.
At the same time, he has been pack-

heritage conservation
project in Wanchai, a dis-

aging some of his research materials into scholarly articles, one of
which, on mahjong in Taiwan, appeared in the January 2007 issue of

trict that will face imminent redevelopment. Re- Lee Tung Street, in Wanchai, Hong Kong, is
cently she published an facing imminent redevelopment.
article on the occurrence

Anthropological Quarterly. Most
recently, he has begun research on

of cereal cultivation in China in
Asian Perspectives, and was inter-

his new project, a study of “casino
capitalism” and “cultural bricolage”

viewed by Archaeology (Journal of
the Archaeological Institute of

in Macau, where people are struggling to transform the past and

America) on this topic in November.
She was invited to deliver a talk on

p r es e n t am b i v a l e n c es o f
im p e r ia l i s m , c o l o n ia l i s m ,

“Lithic Traditions and Prehistoric
Human Diaspora in Southern East

ecumenicalism, communism, and
capitalism into a way of life.

Asia” at an international meeting,
“Languages and Genes in East Asia/
Pacific” organized by the European
Scientific Foundation in Uppsala,
Sweden, 12-13 December. Over the
Christmas break, she conducted archaeological fieldwork in South
China and the Yangzi River Valley.
www.cuhk.edu.hk/ant/tracey/

2007

Gordon Mathews has just finished
the book Hong Kong, China: Learning to Belong to a Nation, in collaboration with communications
scholar Eric Kit-wai Ma and sociologist Lui Tai-lok. This book,
which will be published by
Routledge this year, looks into Hong
Kong people’s ideas of national
identity in the ten years since the
handover, and considers whether
“belonging to a nation” is a legacy

2007
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Asian
Perspectives

Currently, he is engaged in fieldwork in Chungking Mansions, a

11
bricolage

of humanity in providing a sense of
home, or rather a form of insanity.
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haven for African traders, south
Asian temporary workers, budget

travelers, and asylum seekers from

Siumi Maria Tam has started a new

around the world. He sees
Chungking Mansions as a world

research project on the Nepalese
community in Hong Kong. By

center of “low-end globalization”
and hopes to spend several more

focusing on the experience of
three generations of women, she

years on that project, seeking to
understand the place and the people

hopes to identify issues in being
a minority in Hong Kong, how

who live there.
www.cuhk.edu.hk/ant/gordon/

these have changed over time, and
how gender, ethnic identity and
transnationality
interact. She
has conducted fieldwork in Hong
K o n g ,
Kathmandu
and Pokhara
in 2006. She
is planning to

Crowds at Durbar Squar e in
Kathmandu watching the shooting of a movie.

complement her
data with a study
of Nepalese men
in 2007. Over

Entrance of Chungking Mansions, a world
the winter break,
center of “low-end globalization.”

she attended the

SASON International Conference “Social Sciences
in a Multicultural World” at
Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu,

Routledge

2006
2007

and presented her paper “The Female Face of Being Minority:
Nepalese Women in Hong Kong”.
She also attended the 5th Annual
Hawaii International Conference on
Arts and Humanities in Honolulu
and presented a paper entitled
“Forced Mobility, Parental Power,
and Marriage Constraints: Femininities among Nepalese women in
Hong Kong.” www.cuhk.edu.hk/
ant/maria/
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Faculty News Spring 2007
Tan Chee Beng was appointed vis-

2006

iting professor at the Department of
Anthropology at Sun Yat-sen Uni-

11

2009

10

versity in Guangzhou. The appointment is for the period November
2006 to October 2009, and marks
the increasing cooperation between

2006

10

Part-time lecturers in
Spring 2007
Chan Yuk Wah is an Adjunct Assistant Professor at the Department

the two universities. More recently
he was appointed Honorary Profes-

and teaches M.A. students “Anthropological Field Methods” and

sor at the Center of Anthropological Theory and Methodology at the

“Seminars in General
Anthropology.” As an M.Phil. and

1961

Ph.D. graduate of the Department
of Anthropology at CUHK, she con-

Central University of Nationalities
in Beijing for two years from December 2006. He is currently engaged in a research project studying the Indonesian Chinese in Hong
Kong as well as in Fujian and
Yunnan. In Quanzhou, Fujian, his
focus is on the Chinese who
remigrated from Bali to China in
1961, and these people, old and
young, still speak Balinese. In December 2006 Prof. Tan conducted

2006

Congratulations to Gordon
Mathews and Tan Chee Beng for
being promoted to Professor 2 and
Professor 1, respectively. Also congratulations to Maria Tam for her
appointment as Dean of Students,
New Asia College.

fieldwork in Yunnan.
www.cuhk.edu.hk/ant/cbtan/

siders teaching the M.A. students a
very rewarding experience and has
witnessed the success of the
programme with its increasing number of students. Many of them are
mature students: retirees, non-locals
working in Hong Kong, civil
servants, and corporate employees.
Such a combination of students, as
well as some fresh graduates from
CUHK and other universities, creates a vibrant

CB Tan with an Indonesian Chinese family in
Ganzhuang Overseas Chinese Farm in Yunnan.
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Part-time lecturers in Spring 2007
candidate. However, due to Falun
Gong in the last decade, qigong has

Columbia University Ph.D.
candidate Wu Ka Ming is teach-

been suppressed. Although qigong
is no longer as widespread in China

ing “Gender in Asia” in the spring
semester. As she is new to

these days, tracing out its historical
development can shed light on the

lecturing, she finds it quite tough
as she has to spend six times the

relations between the state, popular
movements, and culture in contem-

lecture hours to prepare for the
weekly two-hour classes. But she

porary China. Dr. Palmer is teaching the course “Chinese Culture and

says the practice is valuable as it
helps her learn to engage the

Society” to undergraduate students
this spring.

students in class and she is benefiting much from it. Her Ph.D.
thesis is on cultural politics and
Chinese modernity in China based
on her ethnographic research in
Yan’an in Shaanxi Province,
China. She is a graduate of the
Chinese University at the undergraduate and post-graduate level.

David Palmer, Research Fellow at
the French School of Asian Studies,
Institute of Chinese Studies at the
Chinese University is also an Adjunct Assistant Professor in the
Department. His book Qigong
Fever, just published by Columbia
University Press, explores how
popular qigong movements and the
state interacted and manipulated
each other in the post-Mao era. Facing people’s disillusionment after
the Cultural Revolution, many CCP
leaders looked for ways to recharge
its discredited utopianism. Qigong,
being an ancient Chinese tradition
claiming paranormal scientific
power, was seen as the ideal
8

Graduate Students News
M.Phil. Students’ Fieldwork
culture and law
through looking at the development
and current instances of customary
law in the Hong Kong judicial
system. Customary law was first set
up so that Chinese people living in
Hong Kong could follow Chinese
traditions, especially in family matters like marriage, adoption, divorce
and so on. From 1971 on, mainstream customary law was purged
from the legal system. But starting
around 1990, cases involving customary law have increased. Since
the law did not change, this growing number implies that certain cultural changes have been happening.
Through direct observation of court
cases and interviewing people with
much experience of customary law,
he hopes to comprehend the implications of customary law in Hong
Kong today.
Samuel Judkins

1971
Samuel Judkins is working on the

1990

research project “Hong Kong Customary Law: the Re-Emergence of

9

Chaozhou language class provided by the
Kowloon City Swatow Baptist Church in the
summer of 2006.

10

M.Phil. Students Fieldwork

Sham Wan, where pottery and
stone tools were discovered,
proving human habitation
there several thousand years
ago.

24

In pottery firing on the ground,
temperatures as high as 670 degrees can be attained.

11

Undergraduate News
Summer Field Study and Exhibition
2006’s summer field study, entitled

in September 2006, where students

“Multiculturalism, Migration and
Transnationalism in Australia,” took

presented their findings. The exhibition had great success and attracted

place from 27 May to 6 June.
Tw e n t y s t u d e n t s

many visitors.
Redfern

participated, led by Department Head Dr. Maria Tam
and Ph.D. student Wyman
Tang. The study trip was

Cabramatta

sponsored by a generous
donation from the Lee
Hysan Foundation and supp o r t e d b y N e w A s ia
College. The group went to
Brisbane and Sydney,
where students collected
data for four different
projects. They interviewed
Australian Aborigines, Viet-

Aboriginal musician and our students at the Basement Australian Indigenous Workshop in Brisbane.

namese and mainland Chinese migrants, visited churches and

2006

2006

homes of Hong Kong migrants,
went to Chinatowns and an Italian
community, and studied how Asian
food has evolved in the Australian

5
6

9

27
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context. The group also debunked
stereotypical views by visiting the
Aboriginal community in Redfern
and the Vietnamese community at
Cabramatta, both suburbs in
Sydney, and learned much about the
history of ethnic inequality and
multiculturalism today. They also
visited the University of Sydney and
the University of Queensland, where
they heard lectures on the politics
of cultural ecology and admired the
work of the Anthropology
Museums. A multimedia exhibition

Maria Tam and students at the opening of the
exhibition held on the CUHK campus.

was held at Hui Gallery on campus
12

Mentorship Programme
The Mentorship Programme
was started this year to enhance the linkage between
alumni and undergraduate students of the Department of
Anthropology at CUHK.
Through sharing experiences
in work and life, students can
learn more about the application of anthropology in
society, to look at their anthropological education in a new
light. The 28 undergraduate
students who have signed up
for the programme will follow
the 18 alumni mentors in different professions—trading,
banking and finance, civil

Maria Tam,Tracey Lu, mentors and students at the commencement ceremony held on the CUHK campus in January 2007.

service, education, museum and
cultural heritage conservation, social welfare, media and research—
for a one-year period during which
the mentors and students will meet
on occasions organized by the Department or the Anthropology
Alumni Association. The commencement ceremony took place on
January 6, 2007; in addition to the
presence of Dr. Tam and Dr. Lu, we
had department alumni such as
Museum Curator Ng Chi Wo and
Wong Ngai Lui, Assistant Secretary
for the Health, Welfare and Food
Bureau, to share on that day their

2007

1

professional experiences.

Alumni Wong Ngai Lui and Ng Chi
Wo shared their experiences at the
commencement ceremony.
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Student Returned from Exchange Programme
Denmark: Locating the World and Myself
“Oh, Denmark… that’s really
exotic!” commented the warden of

the study of music alone to how it

my friend’s university dormitory in
London when I told her where I was

is transformed and circulated in the
world, which shows the power of

doing an exchange program when I
visited.

globalization.
Danish is very difficult to learn

I spent one year as an exchange
student at the University of

and as the people have a high level
of English, I did not learn the lan-

Copenhagen (KU). For that academic year, I took a few courses that

guage properly. Although I cannot
have a conversation in Danish, I got

are not available back at Chinese
University. They were all very in-

around very well doing grocery
shopping as I knew all the words of

teresting and offered me new
insights. I never realized I was so

food in Danish. The language barrier was not at the communication

ignorant, that I knew nothing about
Africa, Latin America, Europe and

level, but it made me feel like I
couldn’t really integrate into

actually very little about Southeast
Asia. Over discussions with my

society.
Nonetheless, this year really

classmates in lectures, they could
easily refer to examples which I had

broadened my horizons. I would
like to live outside Hong Kong in
the future. I would like to work in

never heard about, for example, the
environmental problems in Iceland,
the political disputes in
Colombia, etc. I was ashamed

jobs that give me international
exposure.

because I knew so little about
these places; I couldn’t even tell
where they were on the world
map!
Lectures at the University
of Copenhagen made me aware
of the complexity of cultures.
The professor who taught the
course “Music in World Cultures” once told us that she Teresa and her friends on the campus of the University of Copenhagen.

wrote her doctoral dissertation
on the music of a remote African eth-

nic group in the 1980s. She was totally shocked when she discovered
that some young people there were
secretly listening to Abba! Afterwards she changed her focus from
14

Teresa Cheung

Friday Seminar Highlights

Alumni News

This year’s Friday seminars were
crowded with many listeners each

Finally, we had Mary Ann
O’Donnell, Honorary Research

—Sally Cheung (undergraduate

week. We have had the pleasure
of having Judy Siu Yuen Man

Associate in our Department, who
discussed the history and meanings

1999) got married on November 2,
2006.

from the University of
Queensland, who shared with us

of Shenzhen’s development.

—Ng Chi Wo (undergraduate 1996,
M.Phil 1999) got married on Janu-

her study of the SARS epidemic
and the role of social and cultural

ary 27, 2007.
- - Man Ye e M o n e y L e u n g

elements in infectious disease control in Hong Kong; Bruce

(undergraduate 1999) has recently
opened a bar in Causeway Bay.

Kapferer, from the University of
Bergen, in Norway, who discussed
ritual and virtuality; and Ho Wing
Chung from the Hong Kong Poly-

Bruce
K ap f e r e r

technic University, who talked
about post-socialist Shanghai.
Selina Ching Chan and Graeme
Lang shared with us the meaning

Graeme Lang

of Wong Tai Sin temples in China,
and Chan Kwok-shing, discussed
welfare in Hong Kong. Lynne
Nakano, from the Department of
Japanese Studies of the Chinese
University discussed with us Japanese fashion in Hong Kong and its
cultural significance; J. Lawrence

Ly n n e
Nakano
J. Lawrence
Witzleben

Witzleben from the Music Department at CUHK, introduced to us

Ng Chi Wo and his wife Meiling.

ethnomusicology, and anthropological fieldwork approaches to
studying music. Paul Festa from
our Department, discussed Taiwan

Michael Herzfeld
1999
11

hostess clubs; his former teacher,
Harvard professor Michael
Herzfeld presented to us his cultural heritage and advocacy

2000

projects in Bangkok and Rome,
where people live in old areas
which the government wants to
develop, and how their lives and

2
1996
2007

Herzfeld

12
Mary Ann O’Donnell

neighborhoods are under threat.
15
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